Exterior non-combustible cladding (fire rated stucco finish w/ mesh, or as spec'd, applied over LOGIX)

NOTES:
1. Fire rated stucco w/ mesh finish shall be factory applied to LOGIX exterior form panels. (LOGIX Knockdown forms shall be used for the wall construction).
2. All exposed edges of LOGIX exterior form panels, including top of wall (top edge of top course), shall be fully covered with fire rated mesh and stucco finish.
3. All joints/seams between form panels shall be sealed with minimum 2" fire stop caulk.
4. Stucco finish shall be tested to, and meet requirements, of CAN/CGA-S114 "Standard Method of Test for Determination of Non-combustibility in Building Materials".
6. Refer to Section 8 Engineering in the LOGIX Design Manual for wall reinforcement.